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Prescott Mechanism Co Naval Ship's
Brass Bulkhead Clock Mounted On
Wood Plaque With Original Key.

£ 475
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1910-1939 Large, British Prescott Clock Company (Liverpool) Naval Ship's Brass Bulkhead Clock
Mounted On Wood Plaque With Original Key. Sn 14229 - 14429
Established in 1889 the Prescot Watch Factory was of great significance to the historic fabric of
Knowsley Liverpool with this building playing a key role in the industrial growth of the Region
(during WW1 the factory building became the PALS barracks, and it later housed Tinling’s printers, a
copy of a contemporary image of the original factory is illustrated in image 3). The Company was
renamed the Prescot Clock Company after 1910 and in 1939 the Company re-styled itself the ’Prescott
Mechanism Co’. This is an original large British brass bulkhead ship’s Clock by the Prescot Clock Co.
This example has a 7” diameter face which is clean with black metal hour and minute hands and
adjustable ‘SF’ (Slow Fast) adjustment slider for fine tuning. The face is marked by the manufacturer
‘Prescot Clock Co Prescot’. There is also a hole for key winding. The clock case is brass. The face is
covered by a hinged, glazed, brass rimmed cover. The clock case measures 10” in diameter and is 5”
deep with cover closed. The rim of the case has 6 factory drilled holes for wall mounting and comes
with its original brass key stamped ‘Made In England Popular Progress’ & with number ‘10’. The clock
is fully functioning and keeps good time. The clock is mounted to an 11” diameter octagonal wood
plaque which is ½” thick. The rear of the plaque is covered with green felt & has a hole reinforced
with metal for wall mounting on a hook. The price includes UK delivery. Sn 14229
£475.00
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